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Perfect submissive. Imperfect Dom. That's only half the challenge...What readers are saying - "A

great read for BDSM lovers..." "Totally HOT! I loved it!" "Filled with hot sex, self discovery and a

fantastic ending!"Deeply submissive and highly trained, Hailey hungers for the profound connection

all slave girls crave. Too bad her new Master has other ideas...Movie-heartthrob Ronan Wolfe

doesn't need the hassle of getting caught with a whip in his hand, but he misses having a sub under

his control. When a friend gifts him Hailey's six-month slave contract, the Dom in him just can't

resist.Too bad Ronan forgets one thing... The world is watching his every move.If you love edgy,

romantic BDSM with plenty of sizzling plot twists and turns, you'll adore Beyond the

Compound.Ã‚Â *A stand-alone novel within The Compound series
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I love this genre of BDSM. And find a true "happy ever after" is always a great find. This is one great

find. Book one and Book two are both awesome. Other authors should copy the Duo et opposed to



the trilogy that usually is written. Characters are strong and real. They change over time in response

to love and. Life. Enjoy!

In the first book of the series we met Alexis who voluntarily went to the compound to find her sexual

self (and you should read this book first). Once submissives have completed their training at the

Compound, they are placed with dominants for a set period. This is HaileyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s story -

after she has completed her training and has left the Compound for California to be with her new

Master. At the beginning their relationship is strictly a mutually beneficial contract, but as time goes

on the business relationship changes to a personal relationship. I enjoyed this book and would love

to read more books focused around The Compound.The authors gifted me a copy of this book in

exchange for my honest review.

I thoroughly enjoyed this BDSM Slave/Master story. I am not a lover of the harsh sadistic storylines

one often reads in the genre so I was pleasantly surprised at Ms Thompson unique style of writing in

this area. Beyond the Compound is very well written with characters that just seem to wrap around

your heart. From the main two characters, Hailey and Ronan all they down to the company slaves

and master like Sam and master Andrew, you canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t help but feel a part of their

world and hope for their happiness. The storyline while delving into the Master/slave area has the

passion, warmth and caring that make up a good BDSM relationship storyline. You will feel every

punishment and every praise Slave Hailey receives and the pride and adoration Master Ronan has

in her success. While things are not all a bed of roses for the couple or her continued training, this

storyline is very detailed and the reader will get an intimate look into the M/s lifestyle. 2 Thumbs Up

for a great read.

I thoroughly enjoyed this exploration of the "Master buying a willing slave" fantasy. Hailey has been

trained in perfect submission and is bought by Ronan, a movie star she has never heard of.

Although both fight their attraction, a relationship builds between them, in large part, because of the

M/s relationship and the strict discipline Ronan adheres to. I liked Hailey, both for her submission

and for her honesty about things that bothered her. She was not a doormat, but provided the

solution to Ronan's problems of dealing with publicity. Ronan is tired of being a "star" with all the

strings that are attached to that designation. The two together find a solution to their problem, and

even visit the Compound for a look back at the characters from the first book.



One of my go-to authors, and I'm never disappointed. I really liked all the characters, especially

Hailey and Ronan; he is hot, hot, hot, and gorgeous too. Ronan wants a temporary slave and takes

Hailey on a 6 month contract. He is an experienced Dom, while Hailey just finished Sub training.The

writing is tight; the story's interesting enough to have held my attention to the end, and the pace was

pretty intense. Don't want to give anything away, but the sex/BDSM scenes are very sensual, and

really well written, as I've come to expect from Miss Thompson. They are quite raw, and the author

holds little back; I did feel that I was right there in the midst of it all.I will read B the C again, in future,

as I always read this author's books more than once; she really can write. I've just pre-paid for her

new book, No Safeword, released on the 13th of this month, and I can't wait for it; sounds sexy and

scary. ;-)

Ms. ThompsonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s books provide wonderful fantasies, but with a realistic turn with

the various BDSM practices she depicts. Her Doms are loving and careful of their subs even when

they are under contract. The characters are described in a way that makes me see, smell and feel

them. This is what a book is supposed to give me when I read. The story line is great and her writing

style makes it easy to read as always. I really enjoyed the ending and am hoping Sam gets his story

too. I volunteered to read and review this book.
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